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The vibrations in the flexible car bodies of the high-speed electric multiple units (EMUs) and their coupling effects with the bogies and other types of equipment vibrating have lead issues for railway operators and gained interest for researchers. Other than a numerical investigation, field measurements on the vibrating characteristics of the car body (CB) and its suspended equipment (CBSE) for a high-speed railway vehicle were performed to elaborate the vibrating characteristics on the CB and its CBSE. In this long-term tracking test, the running stability of vehicle and wheel-rail interaction were also examined with the increase of operation distance (OD), a total of 2,400,000 km. The test configuration and arrangements are introduced first, followed by the data analysis in time and frequency domains. It is seen that the wheelset conicity increases 0.008 per 10,000 km, which increases approximately linearly with the OD from 0.10 to 0.40. Two types of wheel treads, S1002CN and LMB10, have different ranges in conicity and reprofiling cycles. The lateral accelerations on CB in a downward-running case (0.5g) are much greater than that in upward-running case (0.2g) corresponding to the vehicle stability differences. The 15 Hz low-pass filtered acceleration on CB experiences a maximum of 0.10g and an averaged amplitude around 0.05g, whereas the frequency spectrum has peaks of 0.01g on CB and 0.1g on CBSE. It states that an elastic suspension between the CBSE and the CB prevents the high-frequency vibration from the CB.

1. Introduction

For the modern railway vehicles, the car body (CB) has lower structural stiffness and lower eigenfrequencies resulting from reducing the weight of CB, which may get so low that the CB structural vibrations would be easily excited; thus the ride comfort would be deteriorated significantly. Moreover, the bogie hunting motion and the structural vibrations of the CB are observed at the same time in field measurements; that is, a resonance occurs; thereby the vibrations on the CB and ride comfort of the vehicle are worsening more [1, 2]. It is shown that the car body flexibility enlarges the floor vibration and ride comfort index, which are sensitive to the track irregularity and the structural geometry of vehicle [3, 4]. Additionally, functional in-cabin devices are essential for electric multiple units (EMUs), intercity trains, and metro rail vehicles, such as the transformer, converter, cooling unit, air compressor, braking unit, and waste collection unit. The majority are suspended directly from the CB chassis (referred to as the CB suspended equipment (CBSE) in the following text). Among them, some weigh in the order of tons, such as the transformer and converter. Some are subjected to vibrational excitations, such as cooling fans and mechanical switches on CBSEs. For vibration reduction purpose, elastic suspension elements are generally used to connect such in-cabin devices and equipment to the CB chassis. The CB and the CBSE configure a coupled vibrating system, and the suspension of equipment affects the coupling vibration a lot.

A general design principle of the suspension parameters of CBSE has been proposed in the previous works [5]. Both the rigid and elastic vibrations of the CB would be reduced if the CBSE could work as a dynamic vibration absorber (DVA). With a DVA, the natural vibration of the CB would be reduced significantly if the CBSE suspension parameters are reasonably optimized, which has been verified by
numerical analyses and lab tests [5–8]. However, the restricted installation space, mass, and volume of the CBSE in engineer application make the vibration reduction effect less significant in the field tests. In other words, the CB modal vibration still arises in operation even if the CBSE is suspended with the optimized suspension parameters [9, 10]. Then further study is still needed.

Experimental measurements are commonly employed to analyze the railway vehicle dynamics on track and validate the modelling accuracy. Andersson et al. [11] built a vehicle dynamics model which was validated through field tests on the Italian high-speed train X2000. Based on the measured acceleration on the bogie, Gasparetto et al. [12] examined the hunting stability of a high-speed train on track. Through a long-term measurement on the wheel profile wear, Gan et al. [13] and Wang et al. [14] conclude the evolution of profile wear on wheel with the vehicle operation distance (OD) and dynamics behaviour of vehicle. Then, optimization on the wheel reprofiling interval was furtherly proposed concerning the vehicle running stability. The aforementioned field measurements concern the general vehicle vibrating resulting from wheel wear, but there is a little work about the coupled vibration between the CB and CBSE. This investigation aims at understanding the evolution of CBSE through a long-term test on track and the vibration transmission among the primary and secondary suspensions, for the high-speed trains CRH380 running on the Beijing-Shanghai (BS) and Harbin-Dalian (HD) high-speed railways within several continuous wheel reprofiling cycles. Recorded data are used to statistically evaluate the vibration of CB and multiple types of CBSE by studying the mean value and maximum of acceleration data, transmission characteristics, and their evolution with the wheel wear.

In the following of this paper, Section 2 is about the configuration of the field measurement, including the data-acquisition system, sensors arrangement, and the monitored physical quantities and points. Section 3 states the vibration behaviour of the CB and several CBSE in the time domain with the increasing of OD. The associated vibrations in frequency domain are evaluated in Section 4 to show the motion of modes of bodies. Section 5 concerns the coupling vibration between the CB and CBSE, especially the excitations bears on the CBSE. This experimental study on the car body-mounted equipment vibration and the dynamic behaviour of the tested high-speed trains is summarised and concluded in Section 6.

2. Field Tests of the Wheel Wear and Vehicle Vibration

The data-acquisition system is introduced first, followed by the measuring method for the wheel wear, running stability, and the vibration transmission character of the CSBE suspension. The placement of the CBSE on the CB as illustrated in Figure 1 is for a high-speed train with a maximum operation speed of 300 km/h. They weigh approximately 8 t in total, almost the same weight of the aluminium alloy structure of the CB. Former work groups them into several categories by weight and the subjected excitation [15]. Among them, the traction transformer and converter weigh much more than the others; that is, their vibration is most likely to be strongly coupled with CB.

2.1. Data-Acquisition System. The on-board test devices include accelerometers, displacement sensors and signal-acquisition system, computer-based control system, and power supply unit. The accelerations of the axle box of wheelset, bogie frame, and CB along translational directions would be recorded with various sampling rates in a general vibration test for a railway vehicle. The arrangement of accelerometers is depicted in Figure 2, which is for the CRH380B high-speed trains on the BS high-speed railway at 300 km/h. The BS rail line mainly consists of tangent and curved tracks with large radius. The curved tracks with radius greater than 7000 m account for more than 20% and tangent tracks dominate for almost 70%. The sampling rates and responding ranges of sensors are listed in Table 1. The tests started from 2013 to 2017 and were carried out on one bogie on the first trailer car and one motor bogie on the first motor car along the trainset.

2.2. Wheel Wear Monitoring. The dynamic behaviour of a railway vehicle straightforwardly depends on the wheel-rail interaction, in which the profile of wheel plays a major role; thus, the monitoring of the profile shape of a worn wheel is crucial to the evolution of the dynamic performance. Then, the evolution of wheel profile is in need for better analysis of the coupled vibration between the CB and CBSE as well as the hunting stability. In this test, the MiniProf was used to measure the wheel profile as depicted in Figure 3; then worn profiles were compared to the reprofiled or standard one to evaluate their wear amount and associated evaluation indices. The wheelset equivalent conicity is commonly used to assess the wheel-rail interaction condition [16, 17]. It depends on the rolling radius difference and the lateral displacement of wheelset. $r_L$ and $r_R$ represent the rolling contact radii of the left and right wheels, respectively, while the lateral displacement of wheelset is represented by $y_w$, then the conicity is written as $\lambda = (r_L - r_R)/(2y_w)$. UIC 519 [18] specifies a nominal equivalent conicity with a lateral wheelset displacement of 3 mm.

2.3. Acceleration Monitoring. Accelerometers are pasted on the axle box of wheelset, the bogie frame, and the car body to calculate the vibration transmission character of the primary suspension and the air spring systems (secondary suspension). Similar to that, the accelerations of the CBSE and CB are also monitored to grasp the coupled vibration transmission characteristics of the CBSE suspension as depicted in Figure 2. Since the literature [10, 14, 19] pays a great attention to the vibration transmission character of the primary suspension and secondary suspension, the present work will focus on the vibration transmission character of the CBSE suspension. A higher sampling rate was monitored on the wheelset and the bogie frame than that on the CB and
CBSE due to the high-frequency wheel/rail interacting forces. It is known that this high-frequency excitation can be isolated and damped through the two-stage suspensions.

### 2.4. Signal Processing and Data Analysis

The recorded data in one commute operation is divided into sets by train stations and running directions. Relating the vibration transmission character and dynamic performance with the increasing of OD helps to reveal how the dynamic behaviour changes with the operation conditions, such as the wheel wear, running directions, and atmospheric temperature.

The recorded acceleration data of the CB and CBSE are analyzed in both the time and frequency domains. Moreover, the mean value and maximum are obtained applying various filtering bandwidths of frequency. The averaged maximum acceleration is commonly used as an index of the vibrating level. For a specific history of signal, it is divided into several parts with an equivalent length of 5 s; then the maximums associated with these parts would be averaged; thus the averaged maximum is obtained. In addition, the vehicle usually would behave differently when running upward and downward [10, 14]. When the train runs upward on the BS high-speed line, it is heading Beijing; otherwise, it is heading Shanghai.

### 3. Vibration in Time Domain with the Increasing OD

In this section, the vibration on the car body and the car body-suspended equipment, traction transformer, and converter which are heavy enough with respect to the car

---

**Table 1: Sampling rate and response range of sensors (g = 9.81 m/s²).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>Response range</th>
<th>Sampling rate (kHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accelerometers on CB and CBSE</td>
<td>0–2 g</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerometers on bogie frame</td>
<td>0–18 g</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerometers on wheelset</td>
<td>100–500 g</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS system</td>
<td>Train location and speed</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel profile measuring system</td>
<td>A general railway wheel width 140 mm</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 1:** A 3D drawing of the arrangement of CBSE on the CB.

**Figure 2:** Field test for CRH380B: (a) CBSE under the car body chassis with cabin shield removed [10]; (b) accelerometers on CB and CBSE at the connection; (c) data-acquisition system on board; (d) CBSE traction transformer; (e) CBSE traction converter.
Body mass are examined by evaluating the amplitude of acceleration and its evolution with the OD of vehicle.

3.1. Equivalent Conicity of Wheelset and Vehicle Stability. Figure 4 depicts the equivalent conicity of wheelset with the increasing of the OD of vehicle. There are two rows of text for the x-axis; they are, respectively, the total running distance of the vehicle and the running distance after the wheel was reprofiled. The conicity of four wheelsets of one specific car or trainset is plotted as hollow circles and their corresponding averaged value is marked as a red solid circle. One can tell that the conicity increases approximately linearly from 0.10 to 0.40 with an averaged running distance of 400,000 km. After the wheel reprofiling, the conicity of wheelset returns to its initial value. In the total OD of 2,400,000 km, the test trainset was operated on different types of high-speed railway with an often used speed of 200–300 km/h, and two types of tread profile were used on this trainset, while a statistical analysis shows that the conicity increases about 0.008 per 10,000 km of OD. Correspondingly, the vehicle stability and the lateral vibration on the bogie deteriorate with the increasing of the wheelset conicity. Additionally, it is found that the wheel treads S1002CN and LMB10 have different ranges of conicity and reprofiling cycles regarding the vehicle OD. A further study states that both the operation conditions of the trainset and climate conditions influence the wheel wear, and different wear amount and worn area on tread or even on flange can be noticed which has been presented by Li et al. [20] in an international conference concerning contact mechanics.

It is known that the wheelset hunting motion of vehicle is a self-excited motion, in which the forward running energy from the traction power system is converted to the vehicle’s lateral vibration through the wheelset/rail interaction [21]. The equivalent conicity of wheelset on rail directly determines the vibrating characteristics and amplitudes on the car body and bogie frame. Three generally used simplified lateral hunting dynamics intended vehicle models are illustrated in Figure 5, including a free wheelset model, a rigid-steering bogie model which concerns the wheelset which is rigidly connected to the bogie frame, and a flexible-steering bogie model with primary suspension between the wheelset and bogie frame. The lateral and yaw motions are the at least two degrees of freedom needed to be considered for each body in this simplified model, which are presented by symbols $y$ and $\psi$ followed by subscripts $w$ and $b$ which refer to the wheelset and bogie frame, respectively. The lateral half distance between the contact points on left and right wheels is noted as $b$, $L_b$ refers to the half wheelbase, $\omega_p$ is the half span of primary suspension, and running speed of vehicle is noted as $v$.

Considering a simple wheel/rail creepage and creep forces and creepage relationship, the differential equations of motion of the free wheelset can be written as

\[
\begin{align*}
    m_w \ddot{y}_w &= -2f \left( \frac{\dot{y}_w}{v} - \dot{\psi}_w \right), \\
    I_{wz} \ddot{\psi}_w &= -2bf \left( \frac{\lambda}{r_0} \dot{y}_w + \frac{b}{v} \dot{\psi}_w \right),
\end{align*}
\]

in which $r_0$ represents the nominal wheel radius and $f$ is Kalker creep coefficients which assume that the longitudinal and lateral coefficients are the same. For a free wheelset, its wavelength of hunting motion can be deduced from the Jacobian matrix of the differential equations as

\[
L_w = 2\pi \frac{b r}{\lambda_e},
\]

in which $b$ represents the half distance between contact points on right and left wheel and is approximately 1500 m in case of a standard track gauge 1435 mm and $\lambda_e$ represents the equivalent conicity of wheelset resulting from the matching of the wheel profile and the rail profile.
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Figure 4: Equivalent conicity of wheelset with the increasing of OD of the tested trainset.

Figure 5: Simplified vehicle dynamics model for hunting study: (a) a free wheelset; (b) rigid-steering bogie; (c) flexible-steering bogie without secondary suspension.
Similar to the differential equations of motion for the free wheelset model, the rigid-steering bogie model has only two degrees of freedom and its governing equations concern the wheelbase effect. Furtherly, the wavelength can be obtained by numerically solving the differential equations of a flexible-steering bogie. For a rigid steering case, the hunting wavelength is written as

$$L_{by} = 2\pi \left( \frac{b_r}{L_b} \left[ 1 + \frac{L_b^2}{b_r^2} \right] + \frac{1}{L_w} \right) \sqrt{1 + \frac{L_b^2}{b_r^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

in which $L_b$ represents the half distance of bogie wheelbase, for example, 1.25 m.

For a flexible-steering bogie, its hunting wavelength is presented by

$$L_{bs} = L_w \sqrt{1 + \frac{L_b^2}{b_r^2}(1 - \delta)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

in which

$$\delta = \frac{(1 - \sigma Z)}{(1 + Z^2)}$$

$$\sigma = (2p - 3)\beta^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\beta = b/L_b$, $p = 1 + (k_{py}/(k_{py} + k_{py}L_w^2))$, $K = (L_w/2\pi f b^2) \cdot (k_{py} L_w^2/(k_{py} + k_{py}L_b^2))$, $k_{py}$ is the yaw stiffness of the wheelset, $k_{py}$ is the lateral steering stiffness of the wheelset, and $f$ is the creep coefficient. It is seen from the definition that $1 \leq p \leq 2$, and $\sigma$ and $Z$ are monotonically increasing functions of $p$. This leads to $0 \leq 1 \leq 1$; then $L_w \geq L \geq L_t$. The hunting frequency can be calculated by substituting the wavelength into the expression $\nu/L$, in which $L$ represents the hunting wavelength and $\nu$ represents the vehicle speed.

Figure 6 illustrates the hunting frequency calculated through (2)–(5) in case the equivalent conicity ranges from 0.01 to 0.5, which corresponds to a new wheel tread and a worn tread case, respectively. In this example, $k_{py} = 8$ MN/m, $k_{py} = 6.69$ MN/rad, $f = 8 \times 10^6$ N, and $r = 0.43$ m, and the vehicle speed is 50 m/s. It is seen that the free wheelset has the highest hunting frequency, while the rigid-steering bogie experiences the lowest, and the flexible-steering bogie locates somewhere between the aforementioned cases. For the whole vehicle, its hunting frequency behaves like the flexible-steering bogie but is dependent on its steering stiffness on wheelset and the secondary suspension parameters of vehicle. Therefore, the vibration on the bogie and car body deteriorates with increasing of wheelset conicity.

3.2. Evolution of the Acceleration on CB. The averaged maximum acceleration on the CB chassis in the unfiltered and filtered cases is plotted in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. The number of recorded data sets is approximately 140 data, and each data set is classified by the running direction and stations of the tested train. The two colors of the scattered solid circles correspond to the upward-and downward-running directions on a specific high-speed railway, and other colors with other markers correspond to the result obtained when the train was operated on another line. In these two and the following plots, the upper text in the bottom x-axis denotes the total OD of the vehicle, and the text on the top x-axis denotes the OD after a wheel reprofiling. The acceleration on the CB remains stable with the increasing of OD except for the first 25 data sets, in which the data was recorded when the train was first put into operation, which experiences abnormal operation conditions. Additionally, it is clearly seen that the amplitude of acceleration on the CB in the case of downward running (blue points) is much greater than that in the case of upward running (red points) and has an approximate average of 0.5 g and 0.2 g, respectively, while the vertical acceleration on the CB increases slightly with the increasing OD (approximate average of 0.2 g to 0.4 g), and there exists no difference in the vibration amplitude between the upward-running and downward-running cases. As in Figure 8, both the lateral and vertical acceleration of the CB have an averaged amplitude of around 0.05 g and maximum value of 0.10 g when applying a low-pass filter (below 15 Hz). Moreover, the averaged acceleration remains stable with the increasing OD. Comparing Figures 7 and 8, one can tell that it is the high-frequency component of the vibration on the CB that rises with the increasing OD.

3.3. Vibration of CBSE Traction Transformer. The averaged maximum acceleration on the CBSE traction transformer, which has a mass of 4t, in the unfiltered and filtered cases is plotted in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. More data sets are demonstrated in this section than that of the CB. The unfiltered lateral acceleration on the transformer has an average value of about 1.4 g, and it is about 1.7 g in vertical, while the filtered acceleration has a relatively constant average of 0.10 g with respect to the increasing OD.

3.4. Vibration of CBSE Traction Converter. The converter has relatively smaller acceleration than the transformer, which one can tell easily by comparing Figures 9 and 11. For the filtered vibration, as shown in Figure 12, it has averaged acceleration around 0.06 g in both the vertical and lateral directions. The vibration of the traction converter remains unchanged with the increasing of OD and shows no clear relation with the wheel wear and wheel reprofiling.

4. Frequency Analysis of the CBSE Vibration

In order to have fundamental understanding on the vibrating characteristics of the CBSE and CB, the frequency spectrum and time-frequency spectrum are illustrated in Figure 13. In this figure, left plots depict the time signal of acceleration on the CB with different filter bandwidth of frequency, and the medium plots are the corresponded FFT spectrums; then the right plots illustrate the corresponding Short-Time-Fourier-Transform (STFT) spectrums. The time
signals with different filter bandwidths and the corresponding FFT spectrums show that the CB experiences a low-frequency vibration mainly at 7 Hz and 13 Hz laterally, while the CB experiences high-frequency vertical vibration at 13 Hz, 75 Hz, and 120 Hz.

Similar to the spectrum analysis of the CB vibration, the STFT spectrum associated with the CBSE traction transformer and converter is plotted in Figures 14–16. As shown in Figures 14 and 15, the traction transformer experiences a high frequency of vibration around 100 Hz and its multiplications, which dominates with respect to the low-frequency vibration around 10 Hz vertically and 6 Hz laterally. One can tell that these two low-frequency vibration components correspond to the suspension frequency of the CBSE and the hunting motion of the bogie, respectively. Figure 16 shows the spectrums of the traction converter, which experiences a wide frequency bandwidth in the vertical vibration, with a much more intense component subjected to the suspension frequency around 8 Hz. The high-frequency vibration greater than 50 Hz is caused by the electromagnetic excitation bears on the traction transformer and converter, while the low frequency of vibration corresponds to the suspension frequency or the excitation resulting from the bogie hunting.

5. Coupled Vibration Analysis between the CB and CBSE

There exists a coupling vibration between the CB and CBSE, in which the coupling characteristics are dependent on the bogie excitations on the CB and the

![Figure 6: Hunting frequency of a free wheelset and rigid- and flexible-steering bogie.](image)

![Figure 7: Evolution of the unfiltered acceleration on the CB chassis in (a) lateral and (b) vertical directions.](image)
suspension conditions of the CBSE. Numerical analysis and lab tests have shown that a proper elastic suspension of the CBSE can be helpful in the flexible vibration reduction on the CB. Additionally, a proper parameters design in the CBSE suspension leads to isolation of the vibration from the CB to the CBSE. For the tested high-speed trainset CRH380B, the vertical suspension frequency of the CBSE is around 8 Hz, while it is about 6 Hz for the lateral suspension.

5.1 Vibration-Transmission between the CB and CBSE.

The lateral vibration of the bogie frame would be transmitted to the CB and CBSE, when the bogie surfs a hunting movement. Its hunting frequency reaches up to 8–10 Hz in case of an abnormal wheel-rail interaction for a worn wheel tread at a relatively high OD [3]. Figure 17 depicts the spectrums of the lateral vibration on the wheelset axle box, bogie frame, and CB. It is shown that the wheelset and bogie frame share a similar lateral vibration at the frequency of
9.2 Hz, when the vehicle experiences a hunting motion. The CB experiences a harmonic vibration laterally in the same frequency with that on the bogie but less severe. One can tell that the hunting motion of the bogie has a significant effect on the CB vibration and ride comfort of the vehicle.

Figures 18 and 19 illustrate the lateral acceleration characteristics of the CB and CBSE traction converter at the connection point, when the bogie experiences high- and low-frequency hunting, respectively. The hunting frequencies are 9.2 Hz and 6.5 Hz, respectively, and the CBSE traction converter has a lateral suspension frequency around 6 Hz. It is found that the vibration on the CB is larger than that on the CBSE in the high-frequency hunting case (Figure 18), while it is not true in the low-frequency hunting case (Figure 19). As shown in Figure 18, the vibration on CB is isolated greatly before it is transited to the CBSE according to the vibration isolation theory that the excitation frequency (9–11 Hz) of the base CB is higher than that of the isolated object CBSE (6 Hz) by $\sqrt{2}$ times. This implies that a relatively soft suspension of the CBSE is good for isolating the vibration from the CB to the CBSE. On the contrast, the CBSE experiences severer vibration, when the bogie hunting frequency gets close to the suspension frequency of CBSE, as shown in Figure 19. DVA theory can explain this, in which

![Figure 10: Low-pass filtered (15 Hz) acceleration on CBSE traction transformer in (a) lateral and (b) vertical directions.](image)

![Figure 11: Unfiltered acceleration on CBSE traction converter in (a) lateral and (b) vertical directions.](image)
Figure 12: Low-pass filtered (15 Hz) acceleration on CBSE traction converter in (a) lateral and (b) vertical directions.

Figure 13: Frequency distribution of unfiltered vibration of CB: (a) lateral vibration; (b) vertical vibration.
Figure 14: Spectrum of vertical acceleration on CBSE traction transformer: (a) zoomed; (b) enlarged.

Figure 15: Spectrum of lateral acceleration on CBSE traction transformer: (a) zoomed; (b) enlarged.

Figure 16: Spectrum of acceleration on CBSE traction converter in (a) lateral and (b) vertical directions.

Figure 17: (a) Time history of lateral acceleration on CB; (b) spectrums of the lateral vibration on the wheelset axle-box, bogie frame, and CB.
the CBSE vibrates as a vibration absorber to absorb the vibration on the CB caused by the bogie hunting, since the CBSE has approximately the same frequency with that of bogie hunting. The field measurements correspond to the simulations and lab tests in works [3–6].

5.2. Excitations Subjected to the CBSE. It is well known that the high-frequency excitation on CBSE can be isolated by using elastic suspensions to avoid the excitation transmitted to the CB. The frequency of excitations that this CBSE is subjected to is usually higher than 30 Hz. Then according to the vibration isolation theory, the suspension frequency of the CBSE shall be less than $\frac{30}{\sqrt{2}}$ in order to have a smaller vibration on the CB than the vibration of excitation bears on the CBSE. It is 21 Hz in this case, and a lower suspension frequency is better for the vibration isolation. Figure 20 depicts the spectrums of the vertical acceleration on CBSE with various OD cases considered. It is shown that the amplitude of the dominant frequency on CB vertical vibration within 150 Hz is less than 0.01 g, while it reaches up to 0.1 g for the CBSE. This shows that the high-frequency vibration transmitted from the CBSE is reduced by a level in the amplitude to the CB. Additionally, the amplitude of these spikes in the spectrum increases greatly with the increasing of OD due to the deterioration of vehicle dynamics and aging of the rubber element in the CBSE suspension.

Table 2 summarises the vibration characteristics of commonly used CBSE on the high-speed train, in which they are characterized by the suspension frequency and excitations they are subjected to. The traction transformer and converter have the largest mass among the CBSE. They have a mass greater than 2 t which reaches up to 6 t and are

**Figure 18:** Comparisons of the lateral vibration on the CBSE and CB: (a) time history of acceleration and the corresponding; (b) spectrums when the wheel experiences little wear.

**Figure 19:** Comparisons of the lateral vibration on the CBSE and CB: (a) time history of acceleration and the corresponding; (b) spectrums when the wheel experiences severe wear.
generally suspended at a frequency of $6\sim 8$ Hz for the excitation (electromagnet vibration) isolation. For the light equipment which has a mass less than 2 t, they are usually stiffly connected to the CB by a high stiff suspension. As for some CBSE that are subjected to the rotational unbalance in mass and the mechanical impact, they use very soft suspension to isolate the excitation from the CB.

6. Conclusions

In order to grasp the vibrating characteristics on the car body and the car body-suspended equipment and their evolution with the wheel wear, a long-term measurement for the high-speed train was performed on track. The test configuration was firstly organized and followed by the data analysis in the time and frequency domains with the increasing of OD to about a total of 2,400,000 km.

(1) The conicity of the wheelset increases about 0.008 per 10,000 km of OD, which increases approximately linearly with the increasing of OD from 0.10 to 0.40 and the two types of wheel treads, S1002CN and LMB10, have different ranges of conicity and reprofiling cycles in OD. The theoretical analysis shows that the vibrating frequency on the bogie rises with the wheelset equivalent conicity resulting from wheel wear and then deteriorates the vehicle vibration amplitude.
(2) The lateral acceleration on CB in the case of downward running is much greater than that in the case of upward running and has an approximate average of 0.5 g and 0.2 g, respectively, while the vertical acceleration on the CB increases slightly with the increasing of the OD (approximate average of 0.2 g to 0.4 g), and there exists no notable difference between the upward-running and downward-running cases, whereas the low-pass filtered acceleration below 15 Hz indicates that the averaged acceleration remains stable with the increasing of OD, and both the lateral and vertical vibration on the CB have an averaged amplitude of around 0.05 g and maximum value of 0.10 g.

(3) The unfiltered lateral acceleration on the transformer has an average value of about 1.4 g, and it is about 1.7 g in the vertical acceleration, while the filtered acceleration has a relatively constant average of 0.10 g with the increasing of OD. In addition, the vibration on the CBSE remains stable regarding the running direction and OD of vehicle.

(4) The CB experiences a low-frequency vibration mainly at 7 Hz and 13 Hz laterally, while the vertical vibration on CB experiences a high-frequency vibration at 13 Hz, 75 Hz, and 120 Hz, and the traction transformer experiences a high frequency of vibration around 100 Hz and its multiplications, which dominates with respect to the low-frequency vibration around 10 Hz vertically and 6 Hz laterally.

(5) The CB has harmonic vibrating forms laterally in the same frequency with that on the bogie but less severe. It is concluded that the hunting motion of bogie has significant effects on the CB vibration and ride comfort of the vehicle.

(6) A low suspension frequency of CBSE helps the high-frequency vibration be isolated to the CB. The amplitude of the dominant frequency on CB vertical vibration is less than 0.01 g, while it reaches up to 0.1 g on the CBSE, which implies that the high-frequency vibration on the CBSE can be reduced by a level owed to a soft suspension. Regarding the design principle of the CBSE suspension, the vibration isolation theory and DVA theory should be employed. For further vibration reduction on both CB and CBSE, active suspensions may be involved.
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